




Fill the shock oil to just cover the inside bevel of the gears.
DO NOT COMPLETELY COVER THE GEARS WITH OIL.

Diff case direction 
needs to match as below.

Apply Oil before assembly

Apply Oil before assembly



Tighten the shock
cap slowly so the 
extra oil will leak 
out from oil hole 
in the shock cap.

1. Before fully tightening the shock cap, push the
    shaft into the shock to adjust shock rebound.
2. Once the extra oil has been removed through
    the cap hole, tighten then shock cap fully.

For 50% or 25% rebound, 
push the shaft completely 
into the shock, and then 
tighten the shock cap to reach 
desired rebound stroke.

R104101
R104099
R104100
R104102

48dp 84T
48dp 82T
48dp 83T
48dp 85T

Kit
Option
Option
Option

CNC SPUR  48dp
R104110
R104111
R104112
R104113
R104118
R104119

64dp 96T
64dp 98T
64dp 100T
64dp 102T
64dp 112T
64dp 114T

Option
Option
Option
Option
Option
Option

CNC SPUR  64dp



Front Pulley
38

Middle Pulley
19

Rear Pulley
38

Internal Ratio    2.0

R103022
R103021
R103020

1.0mm
0.5mm
0.3mm

Kit
Option
Option







Front lower arms have 4 different shock positions.  
Make sure left and right sides are both symmetrical during assembly.

Rear lower arms have 6 different positions for shocks and anti-roll bars.  
Make sure left and right sides are symmetrical during assembly.

R103022
R103021
R103020

1.0mm
0.5mm
0.3mm

Kit
Option
Option



R103022
R103021
R103020

1.0mm
0.5mm
0.3mm

Kit
Option
Option



Use a screw to push the ball 
into the ball joint to avoid 
damage to the ball joint.



R103015
Pivot Pin Front-Out
23mm



The bumper can be cut at the black 
lines to make it smaller.





R102011
Servo Mount Alu R

R102012
Servo Mount Alu L

R102013
Servo Mount L-Low Alu

It is recommended to 
use servo mount rubber.



Motor Pinion 
48P 
(Not included)

Gear mesh should have a minimal amount of play between spur and pinion.

A gear mesh that is too tight will put extra strain on the spur gear.  
A gear mesh that is too loose will strip the spur.

Use a small file to shape the battery holder edge.



Use glass fiber tape attached to the battery 
mount plate to secure the battery.

Battery location can be adjusted by moving the battery holder.  
It can be used to adjust weight distribution.
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